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MEL TOUGH
Good evening and we welcome Sutton Utd to The
Reg Madgwick Stadium.

We are not sure what to expect tonight playing-wise
from Sutton. Still, I do know we are honoured and
welcome Matt Gray, and Jimmy Dack but a very
special welcome to Ross White my best-ever Captain
Fantastic who steered Epsom and Ewell reserves to
a league victory in the 2013-2014 Season. Picture to
follow!

Some may be disappointed with our last two results;
the performances have been far better than the
opposition expected and they have commented on
this. Our battle lies elsewhere and I am extremely
optimistic that we will continue to climb the table to
safety.

Good news regarding parking, it was agreed on
Saturday with our landlords that we can park on the
road but only up to the turning area, please do not
abuse this as it is likely to cause issues with the
council.

Our Colts section enjoyed their outing on Saturday
and wishes to return, note from the manager “The
boys all absolutely loved it. It was a wonderful
experience for them. The club’s players and
coaching staff were excellent with all the boys.”

ThankyYou and enjoy your evening.

Mel



At London Building Equipment (UK) Ltd we are a British Standards ISO accredited
company who have been supplying scaffolding and various types of building equipment
for many years whether you are looking to hire or buy, our knowledgeable team will
ensure that you are supplied the correct equipment for your job.

Over the years we have expanded our hire and sale fleet considerably and we offer a
next-day delivery service via our own HGV vehicles or you can choose to collect direct
from our Branch in West London.

KIT  SPONSORS



FREE SITE SURVEYS
WIFI INSTALLATION
AUDIO VISUAL
AERIAL
DATA CABLING

AUTHORISED INSTALLERS OF HIKVISION
COMMERCIAL-GRADE CCTV SYSTEMS.

CONTACT: SALES@THECABLINGCREW.CO.UK

IF YOU MENTION THE ADVERT AND PURCHASE A DISCOUNT WILL BE
OFFERED AND A PERCENTAGE WILL BE DONATED TO THE FOOTBALL

CLUB.
A TYPICAL 2-CAMERA INSTALLATION IS £800

CABLING CREW

mailto:sales@thecablingcrew.co.uk


SUTTON UNITED
WEBSITE: WWW.SUTTONUNITED.NET
FOUNDED: 1924
NICKNAME: THE US
HOME GROUND:  THE VBS COMMUNITY STADIUM GANDER GREEN LANE, SUTTON, SM1 2EY
For the first time in their history Sutton
United became a Football League club in 2021
when they clinched the National League
championship in the penultimate game of
the season at home to Hartlepool, the finest
moment in the clubs 123-year history.

The club was formed on 5 March 1898 when a
meeting of two leading local clubs, Sutton
Association and Sutton Guild Rovers, decided
that they should join forces. The amber and
chocolate colours of Sutton Association were
retained, along with both clubs; grounds, and
the United clubs first game was against
Norwood & Selhurst FC . With two grounds
available Sutton fielded three teams in the
Herald and Surrey Junior Leagues, but the loss of
Western Road after a year led to the disbanding
of the third team. The senior sides first honour
came in the form of the Herald Junior Cup in
1902, the first of three successive triumphs in
that competition.

In 1910 Sutton assumed senior status and joined
the Southern Suburban League, and it was
during the next decade that the club gained use
of their present home in Gander Green Lane.
After finishing as Southern Suburban League
runners- up in 1920 they were elected to the
Athenian League at the end of the following
season, and celebrated by twice winning the
Surrey Senior Shield. League form was more
uncertain, and in 1926 Us had to seek re-
election, but were successful and recovered to
win the championship just two years later. Over
the next decade Sutton established themselves
as a force in the amateur game, twice reaching
the FA Amateur Cup semi-finals, although on the
first occasion they were expelled from the
competition after fielding two players who had
played Sunday football and were therefore
ineligible.

Sutton remained to the fore after World War
Two, winning the Athenian League for a second
time in 1946, and coming second to Barnet on
goal average the following season, while they
lifted the Surrey Senior Cup, the first of fifteen
occasions on which they have won the trophy.
They also appeared in the first round proper of
the FA Cup for the first time. 

1In 1953 the club became a Limited Company,
and five years later won the league for a third
time as well as achieved its first success in the
London Senior Cup. In 1963 U's made their first
appearance at Wembley in the Amateur Cup
final, losing 4-2 to South London rivals
Wimbledon, and were one of four clubs elected
to the Isthmian League.

Champions in 1967 and runners-up a year later,
Sutton again reached the Amateur Cup final in
1969, losing to North Shields, and the following
season achieved national fame as they made it
through to the 4th round of the FA Cup and were
drawn at home to Leeds United, then the top
side in the country, who won 6-0 in front of a
record 14,000 crowd. After another league
runners-up position in 1971, a less successful
period followed until the appointment of former
player Keith Blunt as manager in 1977. Two
years after his arrival U's made history as the
first and only winners of the Anglo-Italian semi-
professional tournament, and although he
departed to top Swedish club Malmo soon
afterwards, his assistant Barrie Williams went on
to guide the club through a period of great
achievement. FA Trophy runners-up in 1981,
losing to Bishop's Stortford at Wembley, they
were second in the league a year later as well as
reached the second round of the FA Cup, and
won a cup treble of Isthmian League Cup,
London Senior Cup and Surrey Senior Cup in
1983. Two years later U's captured the Isthmian
title, and having declined promotion, they
repeated the success in 1986 and this time took
their place in what was then the GM Vauxhall
Conference.

During their first spell in the Conference U's hit
the headlines with their FA Cup exploits. In the
1987-88 season, they recorded their first win
over Football League opposition, beating
Aldershot 3-0 and then winning at Peterborough
before going out after extra time in a third-
round replay at Middlesbrough. A year later they
again reached the third round and their 2-1 win
over Coventry remained the last instance of a
side from outside the Football League beating
one from the top flight of English football until
Luton’s win at Norwich in 2013. 



Sutton also seemed established as a Conference
side but in 1991, having recorded a record
Conference away win of 9-0 at Gateshead, they
picked up just one point from their last eight
games and were relegated for the first time in
their history.

Although often around the top of the Isthmian
League U's could not realise their hopes of an
immediate return, and it was in cup football that
they enjoyed more success. In 1993 they
reached the FA Trophy semi-finals, and another
FA Cup run in 1993-94 produced victories over
Colchester and Torquay before a narrow defeat
at Notts County. The appointment in 1996 of the
management team of John and Tony Rains, with
over 1,400 playing appearances for the club
between them, saw a renewed assault on the
championship, and after twice finishing third
they realised Sutton's ambition of returning to
the Conference in 1999, finishing eleven points
clear of long time leaders Aylesbury after a run
of 13 wins and 3 draws in 17 games.
Unfortunately, U's found the gap to the
Conference too wide to bridge, and seven
consecutive defeats at the end of the campaign
saw them finish bottom, but relief was provided
in the FA Trophy where they beat three
Conference clubs, including two of the eventual
top six, to reach the semi-finals where their
hopes were comprehensively dashed by ultimate
winners Kingstonian. 

In their first two seasons since rejoining Ryman
League ranks Sutton failed to mount a serious
promotion challenge, but in the 2003-04 season,
with a side containing several graduates from an
outstanding youth team that had reached the
third round of the FA Youth up in 2001, a
storming second half to the season saw them
finish as runners-up to Canvey Island and gain
inclusion in the newly formed Conference South.
John Rains stood down as manager in March
2006, and he was replaced by Ian Hazel, but the
2007-08 season saw U's, who had previously
finished consistently in mid-table, struggle from
the start and by the end of March, their
relegation had been confirmed, with two
changes of manager during the season

Although the end of the season showed signs of
promise under former player Jimmy Dack he
declined to take the job permanently and Paul
Doswell, who had achieved great success with
Eastleigh in recent seasons, was appointed in
the middle of May 2008. After missing out on
promotion in the play-offs in his first two
seasons, as well as overseeing a first appearance
for 15 years in the FA Cup first round, he guided
U's to the Isthmian championship in 2011, and
the following season saw them finish fourth in
Conference South, losing to Welling in the play-
offs, and also reach the second round of the FA
Cup, where their tie at home to Notts County
was televised live on ESPN. 

U's were again in the playoffs in 2014, losing to
Dover after finishing second in the table, and last
season went one better, an unbeaten run of 25
league games from the middle of November saw
U's overhaul long-time leaders Ebbsfleet and
clinch the Vanarama National League South
championship and gain promotion to the
National League for the first time since the 1999-
2000 season.

In their first season back at National League level
Sutton finished 12th, the highest placed of the
promoted clubs, but it was the FA Cup for which
the season will be remembered as they made
history by reaching the 5th round for the first
time. After a last-minute winner against Forest
Green had seen them through the qualifying
round, they won 6-3 at Dartford before beating
League Two Cheltenham thanks to another very
late goal. In the third round, U's scored three
times in the last fifteen minutes to win at AFC
Wimbledon in a replay after a goalless draw, and
then in front of the BT cameras, they beat Leeds
1-0 to gain revenge for the result 47 years
earlier. The fifth round saw U's drawn at home
to Premier League giants Arsenal and put up a
creditable performance in a 2-0 defeat. The
following season the focus turned back to the
National League as Sutton achieved their
highest-ever finishing placing of 3rd, but again
suffered play-off disappointment, losing 3-2 at
home to Boreham Wood in the semi-final. After
a 10th placed finish a year later, Paul Doswell
announced the end of his eleven-year tenure,
Coach Matt Gray stepped into the manager's
role and in his first season, with a much-changed
squad, U's recovered from a disappointing spell
to climb to a mid-table position. They lost only
twice in sixteen league games before the
season's premature close, but retaining much of
that squad for the 2020-21 season U's were
challenging at the top from the start, with the
result being a place in the Football League for
the first time as they finished four points clear of
Torquay.

Sutton's first EFL season saw the team continue
to impress. A play-off place was still in reach on
the last day of the season, while U's did their bit
by winning at Harrogate, results elsewhere saw
them eventually finish one point short of a place
at the end of the season competition in 8th
place. There was also a memorable run in the
Papa Johns Trophy, where U's came through
their group with a 100% record without
conceding a goal, then beat Stevenage,
Colchester, and Harrogate before a penalty
shoot-out success away to League One high-
fliers Wigan saw U's at Wembley for the first time
since 1981. They were within a minute of a first-
ever success there before a last-gasp equaliser
saw eventual League One champions Rotherham
take the game to extra time and ultimately win
4-2.



 U's followed this up with a mid-table finish last season, at one stage looking as though they would
again challenge for a play-off place before a disappointing end to the season saw them finish 14th.

Off the pitch, U's have also made great strides in recent years, with their work in the local community
seeing them win the Business of the Year award in 2013. A programme of ground improvements saw
all four sides of the ground upgraded in the last 30 years, and in the summer of 2015, a 3G pitch was
installed at Gander Green Lane, providing a 7-day-a-week facility for the community, and used by
several local clubs, most recently Sutton Common Rovers. However, promotion to the Football League
meant that the pitch had to be taken up and replaced with grass for the 2021-22 season, and the
ground has subsequently undergone further extensive upgrading to meet Football League
requirements with new turnstiles, floodlights and rebuilt accommodation for visiting supporters.

Last 3 Results
2-1

2-1

2-1

SUTTON CELEBRATING PROMOTION TO EFL LEAGUE 2 | 2021





Scan the QR to visit our website

Epsom & Ewell FC

@EpsomEwellFC @EpsomEwellFC EpsomEwellFC
Official Twitter account

of Epsom & Ewell FC. 
1 020  Followers

Official Instagram account
of Epsom & Ewell FC.  

2.7k Followers

Official Facebook account
of Epsom & Ewell FC.  

145 Followers

SOCIALS



MATCH ACTION
KNAPHILL FC

We entertained high flying Knaphill on
Saturday 4th November at the Reg
Madgwick stadium. Knaphill came into
the game with just the one loss this
season thus far and we were on the
back of a 5-1 loss at Farnham the
previous weekend.

The omens were not good when before
the match we lost one of our centre backs
who ‘pulled’ up in the warmup; Oli
Thompson was replaced by Reece Tierney.
Ash Snadden returned to midfield in place
of Thompson Adjemi who took a place on
the bench and up front we were led by Ade
Batula.

The opening exchanges were led by our
visitors who had the lion’s share of
possession and it was no surprise when
they took the lead in the 10th minute. The
rest of the half was very even but we failed
to seriously trouble our oppositions
keeper. One incident of note was just near
the halfway point in the first half our
Captain Zac Powell fell under a challenge
from the opposition goalkeeper and was to
play no further part in the game from that
moment on. Ash Snadden went to centre
back and Thompson Adjemi came onto to
replace Ash in midfield. There were two
very wrong offside decisions against us in
the first half, who knows if they may have
resulted in goal, but they were recorded
and both times our players were onside. 

Half-Time: 0-1

In the second half we more than held our
own but again did not create much in front
of goal either a cross was over hit or a shot
not taken when we had a chance to test
the goalkeeper. In the 80th minute our
visitors increased their lead, this was harsh
but probably as mentioned before we had
not created a clear-cut chance. 

They [Knaphill] increased the lead again to
make it 3-0 in the 87th minute however,
there was a clear penalty not given for a
push and a trip on the same player before
our opponents broke away and scored this
goal, even the opposition reporter said it
was a blatant penalty – the officials were
not having a good game. In the 90th
minute our visitors made it 4-0 and that is
how it ended. The scoreline was harsh.

We move onto a Surrey Senior Cup game
at home to the might of Sutton United this
coming Tuesday and then we have an
away game at Tooting and Mitcham on
Saturday 11th November when we will be
reacquainting ourselves with some of our
former players from last season’s
promotion winning team – should be an
interesting game!!

Epsom & Ewell FC v Knaphill FC
Combined Counties | Premier South

Saturday 4th November 2023





Made 2 Motivate Fitness Training is a sports business providing services within football &
and fitness.

M2FT offers the following:
*Football 1:1 and small-group performance sessions
*The M2FT Athlete Academy
*Outdoor group fitness classes
*Strength and Conditioning for sports clubs (basketball, football, and more).
* Personal Training/online personal training
And more.

We are also excited to announce that we have our web app, where you will soon have the
option to register to different platforms such as:

*Design Your Training: This will be a unique training platform. The reason is that it
contains so many features. The main feature is that you can pick and choose exercises
you wish to perform, whilst following an effective and structured program. Additionally,
there are workouts that you can select and follow during your training session. Our
nutrition section will allow you to come up with your daily calorie needs, and you will be
able to select and track your foods, either via
our “foods database” or from your meals. 

*The Athlete Academy App: a strength and conditioning platform for athletes who
compete in multiple sports (football, basketball, rugby, hockey, and more). Like the
“Design Your Training” platform, you will choose your exercises, following an effective,
structured strength and conditioning program. 

We also held our first showcase football trial, where we brought in multiple scouts
representing clubs (Southampton FC, Gillingham FC, Bromley FC, and more) and observed
players aged 8-22 to scout for their respective clubs. Out of 29 players who attended, 5
drew interest from the scouts and were put in contact with them. We hope to host more
showcases soon. Head over to our website for further information!

www.officialm2ft.com @ o f f i c i a l M 2 F T





PLAYER SPONSORS

@EpsomEwellFC

BEN AMISSAH
SPONSORED BY:

CHESTER CLOTHIER
SPONSORED BY:

GEMMA JARMAN

FIRST TEAM 2023/24

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

ADE BATULA
SPONSORED BY:

TOBY COLWELL
SPONSORED BY:

AYRAN KUGATHAS
SPONSORED BY:

BEN BAUCHOP
SPONSORED BY:

RORY EDWARDS
SPONSORED BY:

LUKE MILLER
SPONSORED BY:

KIYO BROWN
SPONSORED BY:

NICK-AARON INWUGWU
SPONSORED BY:

SIRAK NEGASSI
SPONSORED BY:

HARVEY KEOGH
SPONSORED BY:

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

TIJANI ESHILOKUN 
SPONSORED BY:

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

MARK & KELLY MARIE 
DURBRIDGE

VALENTINO CARPENE
SPONSORED BY:

THOMPSON ADEYEMI
SPONSORED BY:

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

STELLA LAMONT



@EpsomEwellFC

GEORGE OWUSU
SPONSORED BY:

REECE TIERNEY
SPONSORED BY:

SPENCER & PETER
MITCHELL

ZACH POWELL
SPONSORED BY:

OLLIE THOMPSON
SPONSORED BY:

SAM GROOMBRIDGE
SPONSORED BY:

ASH SNADDEN
SPONSORED BY:

TOMMY WILLIAMS
SPONSORED BY:

KEVIN ESPINOSA
SPONSORED BY:

ALFIE WYLD
SPONSORED BY:

ALEX MCKAY

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

TEC SURREY LTD AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

INTERESTED IN SPONSORING YOUR FAVOURITE PLAYER? 
FOR SPONSORSHIP ENQUIRES PLEASE EMAIL:

MEDIA@EPSOMANDEWELLFC.CO.UK

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

JABARI OFOSU-HERNANDEZ
SPONSORED BY:

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

JAAN STANLEY
SPONSORED BY:
MARK DURBRIDGE 
& ANDREW YOUNG

NEXUM

MARLON PINDER
SPONSORED BY:

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

STEVE SPRINGETT
SPONSORED BY:

TONY FOSTER

ETHAN NELSON-ROBERTS
SPONSORED BY:

JEFF & ARNOLD
PYE

TOM BATES
SPONSORED BY:

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSOR

PETER LUMMJOHN BONNER



The Herbalife 24 Sports range has the
products you need to help you

prepare and recover whether you are
a gentle jogger or an elite athlete.

Fuels your workouts and enhances hydration
Carbohydrate - electrolyte drink to take before, during

and after workouts
Contains vital vitamins inc B1 & B2, Sodium,

Magnesium. Only 100kcal

What is CR7 Drive?

Please visit my website: https://micheletough.goherbalife.com/en-gb
for the full Herbalife product range, or email toughies@tiscali.co.uk

Quote "E&EFC" to receive a 10% discount and free delivery within KT19
radius



Official Partners

Club Sponsors

Want to support a local football club?

Whilst getting exposure to your brand or
business?

Get in touch today to sponsor the club:
media@epsomandewellfc.co.uk



Ethan Nelson-Roberts v Farnham Town
Saturday 28th October

Ethan 
COV E R  POST E R

Nelson-Roberts



AT HOME
NEXT UP

COMBINED COUNTIES | PREMIER SOUTH

REG MADGWICK STADIUM, KT11 1AA
SATURDAY 18 NOV | KICK-OFF: 3.00PM

WWW.EPSOMANDEWELLFC.CO.UK
Media Sponsor:



Community Partners
Epsom & Ewell Colts FC
Epsom & Ewell Colts FC is an inclusive
and diverse charter standard club
committed to providing a safe and fun
environment that allows players, coaches
and managers to develop their skills and
ensure a positive experience of youth
football.

Our club has been in existence since
1971, originally known as West Ewell
Wanderers FC. In 2006 the club changed
its name to Epsom & Ewell Colts FC.

Since 2006 the Colts have gone from
strength to strength, not only on the
pitch but also with its committee,
managers and coaches who ensure the
stability, standards and continued growth
of the club.
Currently, we run a mixture of boys &
girls teams, with the number of teams
standing at 50 plus that play across
Saturdays and Sundays.

As part of our three-year development
plan, the Colts have initiated key
partnerships and priorities:
Partnership with Chelsea Football Club
Foundation to support the development
of the Club, Managers and Players.

Partnership with GLF and Glyn School to
secure a home ground that can provide
excellent facilities for both the Colts and
the wider community. 
Our Ladies' team has now been created
and provides lots of fitness and fun.
Sponsorship initiatives to provide income
and longevity for the club

Our community partner clubs are a part
of our project to return back to the
borough, by allowing more younger
players to use first-class grassroots
facilities we have partnered with many
local organisations to try and achieve this.
You will find out more about our other
community partners in future editions



Community Partners
Alexandra United FC
Founded in 1972, Alexandra United Football Club play their home games at
Alexandra Recreation Ground in Epsom, Surrey.
 
We are accredited as a Charter Standard club by the Surrey Football Association
(FA) which means we have been rigorously adjudged to be well-run and
sustainable – as well as prioritising child protection and quality coaching.

We also have Club Mark status, which is a universally acknowledged cross sport
accreditation scheme for community sports clubs.

 It confirms that we subscribe to high standards of welfare, coaching and
management. Further, it shows that our club provides the right environment to
ensure the welfare of members and encourages everyone to enjoy sport and
stay involved throughout their lives. Being accredited recognises that our club
is a safe, rewarding and fulfilling place for participants of all ages as well as
helping parents and carers know that they are choosing the best club for their
young people.









APPEARANCES & STATS
FIRST TEAM 2023/24

Appearances 
(Sub Appearances) Goals

Adeyemi Thompson 8 (1) 0

Aikins-Hawkson Jude 1 (1) 0

 Amissah Ben 6 (6) 0

 Batula Ade 17 (2) 5

 Bauchop Ben 2 (1) 0

 Brown Kiyo 11 (4) 0

 Carpene Tino 15 (6) 1

 Clothier Chester 8 0

 Colwell Toby 1 0

 Edwards Rory 18 (2) 0

Eshilokun Tijani 4 (1) 1

 Inwugwu Nick-Aaron 17 (8) 1

 Keogh Harvey 17 0

 Kugthas Ayran 11 (3) 0

Miller Luke 3 (2) 0

 Negassi Sirak 11 (5) 2

 Nelson-Roberts Ethan 17 1

Ofosu-Hernandez Jabari 7 (3) 0

Owusu George 7 (4) 3

Pinder Marlon 6 (1) 2

 Powell Zach 15 1

 Snadden Ash 10 (2) 0

 Stanley Jaan 14 (5) 3

 Tierney Reece 6 (2) 0

 Thompson Ollie 15 (4) 1

 Williams Tommy 7 (1) 1





WANT YOUR BUSINESS PROMOTED IN THIS PROGRAMME
OR SPONSOR THE NEXT HOME GAME? SEE THE BENEFITS
BY VISITING OUR WEBSITE'S COMMERICIAL AREA TODAY!

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS WITH 
THE SALTS!

EMAIL: MEDIA@EPSOMANDEWELLFC.CO.UK
FOR MORE INFORMATION



HARVEY KEOGH (GK)
TOBY COLWELL (GK)

AYRAN KUGATHAS
ZACH POWELL

NICK-AARON INWUGWU
OLLIE THOMPSON

REECE TIERNEY
TOMMY WILLIAMS

CALLUM WILSON (C)
CHESTER CLOTHIER

THOMPSON ADEYEMI
RORY EDWARDS

ETHAN NELSON-ROBERTS
ASH SNADDEN
JAAN STANLEY

ADE BATULA
VALENTINO CARPENE

GEORGE OWUSU
BEN BAUCHOP
BEN AMISSAH

JAMES KING
JABARI OFOSU-HERNANDEZ

MARLON PINDER

Epsom & Ewell FC Sutton United
Interim Manager: Steve Springett Manager: Jimmy Dack &  Ross White

Today's Match Officials
Referee: Callum Peter

 Assistant: James Goodall
Assistant: Matthew Funnell

LENNY JONES (GK)
SAM ROBERTS (GK)
JAVON MARQUIS
JACK TAYLOR
OSCAR WILLIAMS
CAMERON SULLIVAN
KHYAN EDWARDS
LANSENY TRAORE
OLIVER KHINDA
CAMRON GRANT
GEORGE COSTELLO
JODEN TRICKETT
JACK PHILLIPS
VINNIE TUME
GEORGE VORSTER
JUNIOR ECCLESTON
DAN URPENS
LIAM MOORE

https://epsomandewellfc.co.uk/wp-admin/post.php?post=1281&action=edit

